Sewing for Children - Holiday Programme - Easter 2016 School Holidays
Samples of items are in store.
Tuesday 29 March 10:30 am to 12 noon
Sewing by Hand (no machine required)
Create a sweet little
wall hanging with a
butterfly or caterpillar
on it.
Learn how to do two
different stitches and
sew on buttons.
Saturday 2 April 10:30 am to 12 noon
(For those who have not used a machine before or
have had limited use of one)
Create a colourful
bunting to hang in your
room.
Learn how to follow a
simple pattern, cut out a
simple pattern and sew
a straight edge.
Tuesday 5 April 1:30 to 3:00 pm
Sewing by Hand (no machine required)
Create a mini pillow
with hand stitching on
it.
Learn how to do two
different stitches,
sewing on buttons,
colour matching and
closing a seam.

Tuesday 29 March 1:30 to 3:00 pm
(Only for those who know their machine and how to
use it)
Create a headband to
wear home.
Learn how to trace a
pattern, cut out a
pattern, sew a curved
piece, turn fabric inside
out and edge stitch.
Tuesday 5 April 10:30 am to 12 noon
(For those who have not used a machine before or
have had limited use of one)
Create a colourful
cushion cover with a
patchwork panel.
Learn how to follow a
simple pattern, cut
out a simple pattern,
sew a straight edge
and match colours.
Saturday 9 April 10:30 am to 12 noon
(Only for those you know their machine and how to
use it)
Create a pocket to put
your device in while it
is recharging.
Learn how to trace a
pattern, cut out a
pattern, sew a cut out
piece, turn fabric
inside out and edge
stitch.

The classes will be taught by Kathryn Marks. Kathryn is a registered primary school teacher with many
years of experience in teaching and a great love of all things sewn, or otherwise crafted. She lives in Flora
Hill with her two Uni going sons and one very small spoilt dog.
These classes will be for a maximum of 6 and minimum of 3 attendees. Each class will cost $20 including
the kit of items needed. Or $100 for all six classes. Contact House of Cloth to book your place. Phone 5443
6400, email: fabric@houseofcloth.com or call in to the store.

